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The champion trio of Hoiss skaters (Nancy, Carol and trace) check the sharpness
of their blades before taking a practice whirl. They average 4Vi hoars training daily.

The Heiss Skaters
IN GERMAN, Use word "helm" means

"hot.” In the United States, it refers
to the hottest family on lee, the three
skating Heisses. 18-year-old Carol, three-
time world champion; her sister Nancy, 17,
Eastern women’s champion, and brother
Bruce. 15, Eastern men's champion.

Bince the onset of colder weather, the
trio of skaters has been spending an average
of 4Vi hours dally In practice on the Ice.

Since the big competitions like the Na-
tional, North American and World Cham-
pionships ore held outdoors, one of the
skaters’ problems Is to find outdoor rinks
on which to practice. With only a few such
rinks in New York City, where the Heisses
live, they have taken to week-end trips to
the Grossinger (N. Y.) Hotel, where they
can enjoy some undisturbed sessions In
training to meet all comers for their titles.
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After their workout the youngsters
talk over skating problems. Each
one began skating in childhood
and knew more about skating at
7 than most skaters loam in a
lifetime of occasional practice.

Brace spins on one foot while the
girls l«mp lively in ballet style.
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cut culottes^®®
Janet Lynns no-iron striped

cotton plisse for modern living

3.99
Slip into them with one zip in the morn-
ing, wear them all through your busy day
. .

. shopping, gardening, relaxing. Elos-
ticized waist. Cotton plisse in red or blue
pin stripes on white. 12-20, 14Vi-24Vi.
(Not shown) same style in no-iron, drip-
dry Aztec print cotton. Pink or blue.
12-20; 14 Vi-24 Vi. or-*-*
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